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About This Game

My Personal Angel is a black and white visual novel about the complexities of relations between people.

It often rains in our city, and sometimes it's difficult to differ the day from the night. Almost always the sky covered in dark
gray clouds. Maybe because the city itself is a port, and the endless splashing of the raging sea.

Now is a difficult time. We earn money with Erica as we can: we donate blood, we collect bottles, we distribute leaflets. I work
as a loader, she is a cleaner. But everything earned is spent on renting a small one-room apartment in a seedy district.

I often ask myself: "Why is this happening to me?" What did I do wrong?" But still I can't find the answer.

A few months ago a plane crashed near our city.

It is rumored that one of the passengers in the business class was a well-known sheikh, who carried a large amount of money
with him. And money, especially big money, is usually kept in suitcases or safes. And often, in fires, hurricanes, explosions and

so on - they remain intact. Find at least a million - you can already live on bank interest from this amount.

And I couldn't help but take a chance.
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Title: My Personal Angel
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
morojenoe's empire
Publisher:
morojenoe's empire
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.5Ghz Processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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